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Chinese Troops Take Steps to Prevent the Japanese Advance
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Late today
Washington, Sept.
Secretary Bryan said the most recent
dispatch from Mexico indicated that
the situation might be composed.
f
Wilson Still Waiting
Developments in the Mexican situation today awaited the outcome of the
conference between Carranza and
Villa leaders. A feeling of optimism
prevailed, and of ficlala hoped tho
elimination of both Carranza and
Villa as presidential candidates would
bring, peace.
At the cabinet meeting the situa
tion was discussed and brought late
dispatches from the consular agents
in Mexico. The administration's attitude was etiil described as one of
watchful waiting.
29.
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The battle Is now In its eighteenth day in the Aisne district to the
north of Paris and continues to rags, but its violence Is generally held to
'
portend a decisive result In the near future.
Furious hand to hand fighting Is going on and- the losses to both he
allied and German armies are enormous.
Several times the Germans hurled their masses of troops against the
French left wing, but in every case they were repulsed, according to the
official statement Issued by the French war department this afternoon.
In the center, it Is asserted, a heavy cannonading is going on, while
between the Argonne forest and the River Meuse the allies have made
some progress.
The German general staff, Berlin advices say, claims that the situation on French soil has not changed and it is emphatically denied that
the battle at any point of the line is going in favor of the enemy.
Galicia is cleared of Austrians, according to an announcement at
and the Russians, crossing the Carpathian mountains, have entered
sent against
Hungary and are driving back the Austrian reinforc-fintthem. The invaders swept across the mountains ir.t$ UnftAvard distrtct,-whi- ch
is about 18 miles northeast of Budapest, the Hungarian capital.
Germans, estimated to number 150,000, are reported from Rotterdam
to be preparing for a siege of the Belgian fortress of Antwerp.
Austrian siege guns have been brought up "to take the places of the
large German guns which are now being used in the fighting in the French
district of Aisne. A Belgian official communication states that German
heavy artillery fire directed at two forts ten miles from Antwerp ceased
when the forts replied to the bofbardment
The activity of the Zeppelin dirigibles stretches over a wide area.
Six bombs were hurled today at two Belgian towns, in one of which a(
convent was damaged, and another German airship created a panic at the
town of Bailystock,, 60 miles across the Russian frontier.
The Japanese are drawing the military cordon closer around the Gert
man territory of Kiao Chow, In the Chinese province of Shan Tung. An
official Japanese statement announces that the Japanese are driving the
Germans towards Tsing Tau and that the Japanese Tieet, aiaea oy xne
army, has bombarded the litis fort.
Russia has extended the suspension of specie payments for another
month
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of Kckman'i Alterative, a remedy which
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tions at the Panama canal. At the
Navajo fair at Shlprock he caught the
thousands of braves that came from
the remotest parts of the reservation
and produced a film unsurpassed in
human interest
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29,
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'Oontlemen:
Decern lier I took
sudden cold, whleh developed Into l'nen-monl- a.
The doctor did all be possibly
could for me. but could not clear my
lunus. One day I saw a testimonial in
one of the papers telling of the good re
sults someone nun rroiu tuning t.tnnu
Alterative for a trouble of the lunga. I
beg-atnklinf It and soon felt good result a. My lungs began to clear up and I
to
begun
gain in strength and was soon
well enough to take up my work again.
I am In better health now than I have
I am a missionary
been at any time.
worker for the New York Home for
Homeless and Friendless Boys."
ERNK8T P. WILCOX.
(Affidavit)
abbreviated; more on request. )
iAbove
Vkmnn's Alterative has been proven by
many years' test to be moat efficacious
for severe Thioat and I.nng Affections,
Itrom Uitls. Bronchial Asthma. Stubborn
Colds and In upbuilding the system.
g
Contains no narcotics, poisons or
Ask for booklet telling
drugs.
and write to Eekman
of recoveries,
laboratory, Philadelphia, Pa., for evidence. For sale by all leading druggists

Adjoining the auditorium is the
publicity room and in the convent are
the exhibit halls. In conformance
with the medieval architectural outlines the structure is built around a
patio or placlta with columned cloisters with fountains splashing and with
doves cooing In the eaves or flutter-Inin the spray. There will be flow- UMavaA urolVa And nni the roof
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the
a
comprehen- tempts to capture those operations the patron saints of New Mexico. In would not be without them. Neither
ground.
board of the Y. M- - C A. entered Into motion picture film to
have been referred to a vote of the peo an
to the sive plan of advertising not only the by tjie moving picture machine failed the rear there Is a choir loft and would you, if you1 had ever tried them.
that
brought
arrangement
ple under the referendum provision of association as general secretary Mr. state's resources but allso its beauties. because of static conditions and the above this is the platform for the A thoroughly cleansing cathartic for
Evelyn Thaw is to become a cabaret
resource
ihe constitution.
but Chaee Bell turned the trick. moving picture machine which will chronic constipation or for an occa- dancer and will shortly be seen with,
Phil H. LeNoir, who has, since com The "idea" came from the
dust
This will be the first referendum ing here, entered most heartily into ful brain of Colonel Ralph E. Twitch-ell- , and the films, for all the world, look be the finest and most up to date ap- sional purge. O. G. Schaefer and Red Jack Clifford in dances at the New
Mte polled in Missouri. There are the work of the association, as well
York roof garden.
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
president of the exposition com as if presenting the gigantic opera-- paratus that money ca!n buy.
three proposed constitutional amend- as the general interest of the com- mission.
ments which have been validated by munity.
"Let us send our biggest pumpkin
initiative petitions since the legisla"And while at times conditions to the exposition," is tho first thought
ture adjourned, and eight proposed (seen and unseen) have be?n discour- of the farmers when speaking of an
Remember the can
"No,
amendments to the constitution which aging, Mr. LeNoir has always had In exposition.
replied Colonel
Towle
visitors
the
us
show
"Let
Twitchell.
the
submitted
legislature.
by
Vfre
reserve a liberal supply of "optimism"
Iho list of measures to be voted on and has gone forward with a determi- to the exposition your farm, your
Is as follows:
nation to make things go,, We believe home, your orchards, ymtr stock, your
your schools, your
First. Making such change In the that no former secretary has entered surroundings,
initiative and referendum provisions .more into the life, love and respect churches, your every day and your
brin
the
aa will prohibit submissions of meas-tire- s of the boys of the association and holiday life. That will
calculated- to provide different citizens of Las Vegas thin he, and it home seeker, the capitalist, the tourIs with deep regret that, health con- ist." There is only one way to do
methods of taxation
Second.
Authorizing Kansas City ditions have so shaped themselves this and it was done. The motion
to vote bonds for the purchase of pub-- . that he has seen fit to separate him picture machine got to work and lo
and behold, New Meixco farms and
Vc xitlMlea.
self from the association.
tax
of
Third. Imposing a general
"In view of these facts, be It re farmers, orchards and fruit raisers,
10 cents on the $100 annually for the solved, on the part of the board of stock growers and stock ranches wJll
Improvement of the public highways. the Y. M. C. A., that we as a board pass daily review, as if by magic, be
Fourth. Fixing the annual salary assure Mr. LeNoir that he takes with fore the astonished eyes of the visithim wherever he goes the love and ors to the New Mexico building, for
of members of the legislature at
transa
day for best wishes of our board, and that the grand auditorium has been
They now receive $5
the first 70 days of a session, and $1 there be caused to be published in formed into a motion picture theater.
At former expositions New Mexico'
The Optic of our city a copy of these
a day thereafter.
Nowhere else can you find a syrup so exquisitely flacoal
on
as
industry was represented, per
the
entered
well
to
as
Kansas
resolutions,
Fifth. Empowering
City
Log
is. a rare blend
vored.
coal.
At
of
a
San
choice, pure cane syrup
haps, by huge lump
vote a 5 per cent tax for the construc- records of the association. (Signed)
will
machine
motion
of
2
the
Diego
picture
"D.
L.
with
baking powder
teaspoonfuls
BATCHELOR,
tion of subways.
and
most
clearest,
purest
delightnilly flavored
4 cups of flour
show the colleries, the coal seams,
"EDWIN B. SHAW,
Sixth. Authorizing special elections
from
Vermont
syrup
maples.
5 cups of sweet milk
the modern camps equipped with the
"JAMES HI. STEARNS,
upon petition of the voters to vote on
I tablespoonful of sweet cream
latest In machinery, safety devices,
"Committee."
a special road improvement tax of
H teaspoonful salt
well built homes.
65 cents on the $100 assessed valua8 well beaten eggs
the
cattle,
Angora
sheep,
Similarly,
tion.
HIGH PRICED 8TOCK
in order named. Fry in hot lard until
Mix
will
in
and
ranches
ranges
pass
Seventh. Authorizing the state or
Santa Fe, Sept 29. A company goat
brown, serve with warm Towle's Log Cabin
form
in
review
most
the
posgraphic
any city to make provision for pen- with each share placed at the par
Syrup, adding a little brandy, if desired.
sible. In former years, when these
sioning deserving blind persons who value of $1,000 was Incorporated toindustries
had
repreany
important
are citizens of the state.
day by the state corporation commis- sentation at an
exposition at all it
New
s
of sion. It is the Eaton Cattle company
Eighth. Empowering
the voters of a city after three weeks' of Socorro which fixes the par of each was through a few animals in evil
Recipe
or by means of
notice in at least two newspapers of share at that unusually high sum. smelling stock pens
the
with
where
charts
1
dry statistics,
cups buckwheat flour
such city to call a special election to The capitalization is $20,000 and each
M
fact that New Mexico, pastures six
white flour
cup
amend their charter.
of the incorporators and directors million
did not ma"ke near the
H teaspoonful salt
sheep
Ninth. Enacting a "full crew law." spbBcrlbes to four shares as follows:
has almost numberless uses.
few
are sug2H cups thick sour milk
that the picture of a flock
It makes a full crew consist of engi- Joseph I. Eaton who is named statu impression
Yi
left.
two
Hundreds
thousand sheep grazing peaceof
soda
housewives
gested
teaspoons
neer, fireman, conductor, and at leaBt tory agent, Nestor P. Eaton, Edward
1
fully on the plains will make.
egg
know its value and deliciousness in desserts, cookies
two brakemen.
C. Eaton, William J. Eaton and Csarles
Thus the cities and towns, the cliff
Sift
buckwheat flour, white flour and salt
Tenth. The county unit act to W. Eaton.
pastries.
into mixing bowl, add sour milk in which
dwellings and Indian villages, the
amend the local option law.
soda has been dissolved, and beat very
life history and achievements of
very
Eleventh. A home rule excise meas-tirLog Cabin Syrup has been the same for thirty years. Its quality
GONZALES WAS INDICTED
smoothly; then add the well beaten egg.
the people of the state will be preand
for St. Louis.
Bake on hot griddle and serve as rapidly
Santa Fe, Sept 29. David Gon- sented
purity means more than ever to you this year. No matter
beautifully, artistically, conas baked, that they may be enjoyed while
Twelfth. A home rule police meas- zales, a progressive leader in Santa
how
expensive pure materials get, there will be no lowering of the
Indian
sistently, comprehensively.
they are crisp.
ure for St. Louis.
Fe, was indicted for perjury in constandards
of Log Cabin Syrup.
dances, folk festivals, patriotic
Thirteenth.
Extending equal suf- nection with a deed conveying comprocessions ty bright, hapfrage to women.
munity property by his first wife to py school children, maneuvers of the
Log Cabin Mousse
Fourteenth. Submitting a proposl-tk- n his second wife, in which his daugh- national
guard, county fairs, political
1
pint whipped cream
requiring a bond issue of $50,000,-00- 0 ter, Ida Gonzales, claimed a share. and educational conventions, every
Yolks of four eggs
Indictments
are feature that will demonstrate to the
by the state for the Improvement Other
returned
1
cup Towle's Log Cabin Syrup
of the public highways.
against Simon Jimenez for mayhem, outside world that New Mexico b a
In buying syrup be sure to ask for Log
Beat yolks of eggs, add to the syrup, cook
Julian Jimenez for assault and batgood land in which to dwell, work and
Cabin and see that you get the
will
until
so
it
thickens,
carefully
watching
Mme. Nazlmova is soon to appear tery and Isabel Rael for assault with
invest, will pass on the screen.
not scorch when it thickens; set aside to
can. In it you get full measure
in a new play.
a deadly weapon.
cool. Beat or whip the cream stiff, add
New Field for Films
and
guaranteed quality and satisfaction.
syrup and eggs, pack in ice and let free so
The motion picture is taken out of
A
for four hours.
commercialism and becomes purely
Order
of
your grocer today
artistic, educational. It opens a new
field of vast usefulness to the maker
Cabin
Log
,mmm
of films. It Is the "New Mexico idea"
wi .'.In-.- '"
Maple
8 eggs
use
and
to
etate
the
of
its
the
applied
Yi
Company
teaspoon salt
people.
1
Sale Headquarter : People Gas Building, Chicago
milk
pint
was
to
the
make
difficult
It
great
Vi
cup Towle's Log Cabin Syrup
Refineries
Itching skin, ugly eruptions, scaly destroys those germs ant washes them motion picture houses understand the
tecalp, Eozcma and its allied diseases all away, thoreby reiievins that awful tea
Have
the
St. Paul, Minnesota
pie crust ready. Fill with the cusNew
St Johnabury, Vermont
A 60c bottle wiil prove
yield Instantly to the soothing influence Immediately.
possibilities of the idea and the
tard made with ingredients shown. Bake in
rf the mild, simple wash, the S.D.D. this much to you.
!
III
Mexico commission therefore had to
We are so confident that D.D.TX can
an evenly heated oven. The same recipe for
Fraicription for Eczema.
From cur experience with skin suf- roach all cases, that we offer you the
organize its own company which
baked
makes
custard.
an appetizing
filling
first full sdze bottlo on tho suarantee
ferers, tve are convinced that skin
is cau.ed by germs beneath the thut If it falls to do as we say. wa will erected Its own, laboratory at Santa
will
o.
refund
i,
tho
You
p:
outer skin thnt spread and multiply
purchase
Fe, the capital of the state; purchashMs In
P. 1. 1.
until they become a imp of gimwlnt; alone to ji:df-e- .
ed the most modern equipment and
taimais. D.u.U., a. penetrating liquid, keeping the pkitt- pure; ask us.
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etter than any syrup
you ever tasted

-

Makes even plain food a treat
Add to pancakes, waffles, muffins, biscuits,
fried mush, French toast, cereals, or even

Irts

$1.-00- 0,

i!

plain bread, the tempting taste of Towle's
Log Cabin Syrup, and you have a real treat.

Cabin Fritters

It

of

the

TOWLE'S

CANE ANB

Buckwheat Cakes

two-third-

MAPLE SYRUP
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A
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You can tell Log. Cabin Syrup
by the Log Cabin Can
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THOUGHT SHE
COULD NOT LIVE
Restored to Health by Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound.

Mo." I suffered

from a
female trouble and I got bo weak that I
I could
hardly walk
across the floor without holding on to
something. I had
nervous spells and
my fingers would
cramp and my face
would draw, and I
could not speak, nor
sleep to do any good,
had no appetite, and
everyone thought I
Unionville,

o

would not live.

Some one advised me to take Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. I had
taken so much medicine and my doctor
eaid he could do me no good so I told my

husband he might get me a bottle and I
would try it By the tinie I had taken
it I felt better. I continued its use, and
now I am well and strong.
"I have always recommended your
medicine ever since I was so wonderfully benefitted by it and I hope this
letter will be the means of saving some
other poor woman from suffering."
Mrs. Martha Seavey, Box 1144,
Missouri.

Unionville,

The makers of Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound have thousands of
such letters as that above they tell
the truth, else they could not have been
obtained for love or money. This medicine is no stranger
it has stood the
test for years.
If there are any complications yon
.
do not understand write to
IMnkliaiu Medicine Co. (confidential)
he
Lynn, Mass. Tonr letter will opened,
read and answered by a woman ana
held in strict confidence.
THC

STABBING

SAVES DAUGHTER

NCREASE

STANDARD

Washington, Sept. 28. Investigation
of the Standard Oil company's attitude toward independents, its dividends before dissolution and since, by
the newly created federal trade commission was ordered by the senate today in passing a resolution by Senator Gore. Senator Chilton's resolution for an investigation of the , oil
trade of West Virginia and Oklahoma
was passed with an amenderaent to
have the interstate commission and
net a congressional committee make
the inquiry.
Rehearsals, have commenced for
Charles Frohman's revival of "Diplomacy."
CITROLAX

Users say It is the Ideal, perfect
laxative drink. Mi, J. Perkins, Green
Bay, Wis., says "I have used pills,
oils, salts, eta, but were all disagreeable and unsatisfactory. In Citrolax I
have found the ideal laxative drink."
For sick headache, sour stomach, lazy
liver, congested bowels, Citrolax is
ideal. O. Q. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
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Advice of Mother no Doubt Pre
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CAPITAL
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st.toa.tt

100,000.0

f. II. Cunningham, Preside
frank Springer,

it

D. T. Hosklns,

Cathie.

Vice-Preside-nt

IVS VEGAS

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

Long Unconquerable.
The ancient Berbers who still live
In the mountain territory of Kabylia
were never conquered by Roman,
Goth, Vandal, Arab or Turk. They made
their first obeisance before the firearms of the French under the second
empire. Through all these millenniums
they have lived In their populous villages perched high on the tops of
steep hills. Around them in all directions is a zone of trees, with pasture above, beginning at about three
thousand feet, and the
open valleys below. Here for unknown
ages the Berber has lived among and
from his trees. There are four staples of life in Kabylia dried figs,
olives, bread and meat For miles
there is one unending succession of
villages set in this open forest of figs
and olives.
'

'

Historic Flight From Paris.

Mme.

CAPITAL STOCK

$30,000.00

WM.

...rraiaenl

HATDOH.
K. W, KILXT
D.

f.

Q.

..Tie

H08XINi

i

Interest PeJd On Deposits

de

Hegermann-Llndencron-

author of "In the Courts of Memory,"
who was in France during the Franco-Prussiawar, relates a detail of the
flight of Empress Eugenie which was
not generally known. When 6he was
about to get Into a cab, which she
chose for its inconspicuousness, a
small boy, cacthlng sight of her, called
out, "Voila l'lmoeratrice!" Luckily the
Italian ambassador, who was with her,
turned on the boy, quick as thought,
and said in a loud voice, "What do you
mean by hurrahing for Prussia?" and
boxed his ears, so that attention was
diverted freni the empress.
n

Office with the San Miguel National B??k

Presidt

aVraartr

THR

HOW TO COOK CRANBERRIES

Greatest cf

All

l.oman

STRAIGHTEN YOU UP

Blesses

Testimony.

Prof. Walter Rippman of Oxford,
England, has unearthed a little known
tribute to the charm and beauty ol
Ready, Ky. " I was not able to do London, which has a special approanything for nearly six months," writes priateness at the present time. It
Mrs. Laura Bratcher, of this place, "and comes from a
description written by
was down in bed for three months.
William Fltzstephen, dated 1170
SEVERAL COUNTIES HAVE MADE
1 cannot tell
I
you how suffered with soon after the death of Thomas a
LARGE GAINS IN POPULA-TIOmy head, and with nervousness and Becket, and runs as follows:
womanly troubles.
THIS YEAR
"Among the noble cities of the world
Our family doctor told my husband ha
could not do me any good, and he had that fame celebrates, the city of Lon
don of the kingdom of the English, la
to
it up. We tried another doctor,
Panta Fe, Sept. 29. In the cotmtles butgive
he did not help me.
the one seat that pours out its fame
cf Socorro, Bernalillo and Santa Fe,
At last, my mother advised me to take more widely, sends to farther lands Its
tho Increases shown by the school cen- Cardui, the woman's tonic. I thought
wealth and trade, lifts Its head higher
sus Indicate a remarkable, one might it was no use for I was nearly dead and than the rest.
seemed to do me any good. Dut
"It Is happy In the healthiness of its
almost say unbelievable, increase In nothing
I took eleven bottles, and now 1 am able
in the Christian religion, in the
air,
to
In
of
own
do
all
while
since
and
work
last
my
year,
my
population
of its defenses, tho nature of
strength
washing.
the counties of Roosevelt, Curry, EdIts site, the honor of its citizens, the
1 think Cardui is the best medicine In
the
eastern boundary, the the world.
dy, along
modesty of its matrons; pleasant in
My weight has increased,
decrease Is Just as noticeable. It is and I look the picture of health. "
spoits; fruitful of noblemen.
a condition that has set politicians
If you suffer from any of the ailments
"The clemency of the skies there
get a bottle of Cardui softens minds that they be not fierce
guessing, for if there are such decided peculiar to women,
'
ow and brutish, but rather
Delay is dangerous. We
benign and
increases and decreases in school cen- today.
it will help you, for it has helped so
sus there must be similar changes in many thousands of other weak women liberal.
"Above all other citizens, everythe voting population. The school in the past 50 years.
where, the citizens of London are reAt
all
druggists.
census of Socorro county received togarded as conspicuous and noteworthy
Wrtlt U! Chattanooga Medlclna Co., Ladles'
for handsomeness of manners and of
day by the department of education,
advisory Dept., Chau&nooga, Term., (or Sttcial
on your casa and
domonstrates that Socorro is still Inttructiont
book, "Horn
dress, at table, and in the way of
Trsaimaol lor Woman," in plain wrapper. B.C. !il
..peaking.
strongly Spanish American and has
"I do not think there Is a city with
made a fine Increase since last Sepmore commendable customs of keeptember, for the school census this
ing sacred festivals, almsgiving, hosyear is 5,279 as against 4,674 last year. HOMESTEADERS MAY
pitality, confirming betrothals, conThere are 2,872 males between the
tracting marriages, celebration of nuptials, preparing feasts and of cheerages of 5 and: 21 and 2,470 females.
LOSE THEIR LANDS ing guests."
Of the males, 2,251 are of Spanish
descent and 621 otherwise; of the feLIFE A CONTINUOUS CHANGE
males 1,908 are of Spanish and 499 of
BEING
IS
IMPORTANT
CASE
AN
descent.
English
Much Truth In the Lamentations Put
HEARD IN SANTA FE FEDThe town of Socorro has 626 perUp by Protesting Men, Job
COURT
ERAL
sons of school age, 327 males and 299
Among the Number.
483
143
or
Engfemales,
Spanish and
lish. Magdalena has 612 persons of
This Is the great misfortune of life,
Santa Fe, Sept 29. A question of that
school age, 325 boys and 283 girls, 430
it is changeable and never regreat Interest to many homesteaders
Sptinish speaking and 182 English has been raised In the United States mains in the same state, wrote Luis
de Granada. "Man," says Job, "that
speaking.
district court by the case of the gov- is born of woman is of few days and
Other Counties
ernment against George Schwinn and full of trouble. He cometh forth like
Roosevelt county shows another de- Mattie A. Kearns, involving charges a flower and is cut down; he fleeth
crease this year, the returns being of fraud In patent secured by defend-e- i also as a shadow and continueth not."
What Is more changeable? We are
2,400 as against 2,543 last year, 1,265
ts on two sections of land. Could
assumes In an
r:ale and 1,135 female. Portalea re- Mr. Schwinn and Mrs. Kearns holding told that the chameleon
hour many color; the sea of the
502
turns
of whom 260 are males and federal positions live on land nine
has an evil name for its many
242 are female.
miles away, within the meaning of changes and the moon takes every day
Curry county returns 2,263 as the law? Mrs. Kearns was postmis- Us own peculiar form. Cut what Is
this compared to the changes of
against 2,300 last year, 1,142 ale and tress and Mr. Schwinn her assistant. all
man?
What Proteus ever assumed so
1,221 female, while Clovla returns 812, After patenting the land, they sold it
many different forms as man does
of whom 403 are male and 409 fe- for a large sum to oil prospectors. Tha
every hour? Now sick, now in health;
male.
evidence, however, does not show that now content, now discontent; now
Eddy county returns 3,769 of whom any oil had been ever found on the sad, now joyous; now timid, now hopeful; now suspicious, now credulous;
1 81 are male and 1,788 female.
Last lend. In fact, no prospecting was ev- now
peaceful, now recalcitrant; now
year the census was 3,775. Carlsbad er done. The point made by the gov- he wishes,
now he wishes not; and
ernment
to
court
there
find
have
the
returns 840, of whom 422 are male
times he knows not what he
many
and 418 female. Artesia returns 788, was fraud in securing the patent is wants.
In short, Hi changes are as numerof whom 399 are male and 389 fe- that the two defendants were engaged
as federal officials and could therefore ous as the accidents in an hour, so
male.
tha'. every one of them turns him upIn each Instance, except at Clovls, not have maintained legal residence side down.
The past gives him pain,
la
on
miles
lands
nine
Fraud
away.
tho boys outnumber the girls, which
disturbs him, and the futhe
present
is typical of most eastern communi- also charged in making the commutature causes him agony.
affidavits. The
ties where women are scarcer than tion and
of the interior has decided
department
A Tip From the Irish.
men,
in favor of the defendants who assert
A German waiter at a New York hothat they lived on the land during the tel had a busy time of it one night reKlaw and Erlanger will shortly pro- commutation
cently trying to serve four Irishmen.
period of 14 months.
duce a musical play called "Papa's
had been ordered
There are thousands of homestead As soon as anything
each of the four thought of something
Boy," the work of Harry B. Smith and entries in New
Mexico, it Is said, made else
IT'un Caryll.
they wanted. They even ordered
under similar circumstances, that 13 their drinks one at a time. They
the entrymen only maintained nomin- often stopped feasting to watch the
al residece on the public land, suffi- waiter running back and forward.
cient to secure patent and then moved When the dinner was over the host
a bill with the numback to their former home, in fact, had gave the waiter"You
have done grand,"
ber "5" on It.
never given up their business or home. he said. "It was a
pleasure to see
-Should the government win, thou- you run. We only wish there were
YOUR MONEY
sands of such patents may be Bet more like you." The waiter took the
aside and the land thrown open to bill to the cashier to get It changed.
The cashier looked it over. "How'll
entry again..
you have It? In shamrocks or shllla-lahs?- "
he asked, pointing to the InCharles Dillingham has- selected scription, which read:
"It is hereby certified that the Irish
"Chin-Cin- "
as the title for the new
is indebted to the bearer, $5,
republic
Montgomery and Stone' musical
redeemable six months after the acknowledgment of the independence of
the Irish nation at the treasury of the
Irish republic, March 17, 1861."
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10 CENT "CASCARETS"

Fame Celebrates the English City
Widely, Wai Old Writer's

vents Daughter's Untimely End.

goal nn D

29,

TONIGHT!
CLEAN YOUR BOWELS
AND END HEADACHES, COLDS,
SOUR STOMACH

Get a
box now.
Turn the rascals out the headache,
LUiousness, indigestion, the sick, sour
stomach and bad colds turn them out
t( tight and keep them out with
10-ce-

Cas-caret- s.

Millions of men and women take a
Caacaret now and then and never
know the misery caused by a lazy liver, clogged bowels, or an upset stomach
Don't put in another day of distress.
Let Cascarets cleanse your stomach;
remove the sour, fermenting food; take
the excess bile from your liver and
curry out all the constipated waste
matter and poison In the bowels.
Then you will feel great.
A Cascaret tonight straightens you
out by morning. They work while you
box from any drug
slpep. A
store means a clear head, sweet stomach and clean, healthy liver and bowel action for months. Children love
Cascarets because they never gripe or
10-ce- nt

Adv.

.

VALUABLE FIGURES
ON

MIMBRES VALLEY

There are more ways than one to
prepare and serve "grown in Wiscon- scn'' cranberries."
It is not at all necessary to wait un
til the holidays or until company
comes when .we may choose to serve
cianberry Jelly with turkey or chicken meat Wisconsin grown cranberries, when properly preserved or oth
erwise prepared, need no other accom- pr.nlment than a slice of buttered
bread, a fresh biscuit, or a cruller.
Cranberries make nearly all meats
doubly palatable, and are, in this season of the year, cheap .healthful and
delicious.
Just to give a snght idea of the
tempting dishes possible with cran
berries on the menu, the following
recipes are given:
Cranberry Sauce One quart cran
berries, one pound granulated sugar,
and one pint of water. Boil sugar and
water together five minutes, skim, add
berries and cook slowly without stirring.
Cranberry Cottage Pudding Two
cups cranberries, one cup granulated
sugar, one-hacup butter, one tea- f
spoonful cream of tartar,
te:,spoonful saleratus, one-hal- f
cup
milk, two yolks of eggs and enough
flour to make quite stiff. Bake In
moderate oven about 30 minutes. To
make the sauce for above pudding,
uissolve one teaspoonful flour In cold
water, add boiling water until it thickens, stir in whites of two eggs and
s
cup granulated sugar, and
cook.
Cranberry Water Ice One quart
cranberries and one pint of water.
Boil until skins are soft.
Strain
through a colander or cheese cloth.
When cool add Juice of one or two
lemons. Make a syrup of one pound
granulated sugar and one-hapint of
water. When cool add to the above
and freeze. This will servei six people.
Wisconsin housewives will ho in
terested to know that thoir t
stands third in the production of cran- berries. The growers of the state are
credited with annually producing 50,- 000 barrels of cranberries which are
valued at $450,000.
Representatives
of the Wisconsin Cranberry Growers'
association distributed 10,000 copies
of a folder entitled, "How to Cook
Wisconsin Cranberries" at the recent
Minnesota state fair.

The moat wonderful thin? In tha world
la love expressed in tho helpless Infant.
And among those aids and comforts for

expectant mothers la the well known
"Mother's Friend."
1
This Is an external application to
enable the abdominal muscles to become
more pliant, to expand naturally without
undue pain from tho strain, upon cords
and ligaments.
In almost every settled community are
Women who have enjoyed the blesslnar of.
this famous remedial and helpful embrocation. Their daughters have grown u- to learn of Its splendid assistance.
Applied as directed ipon those muscle
Involved It soothes the fine network of
nerves with which a:i the muscles ara
supplied. Thus a rrrat share of the pains
so much dreaded may be avoided and tho
period of expectancy passed through, lu
ease and comfort.
Anything that adds so much comfort
must be counted as a blessin indeed.
In a little book sent by mill much useful Information is given to inexperienced
mothers. It tells how to use "Mother's
Friend" and how to avoid caking breasts.
Oet a bottle
and write fur book t
Uradfleld Kegulntor Co., 40tt Lamar Hide.,
JJtt
Atlanta, ja,
sure jou get "UolU('
y

Friend,'
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ENGINEER EXAMINES INTO COST
OF INSTALLING
PUMP
IRRIGATION

Santa Fo, Sept. 29. Of extreme importance to the state and especlallly
to the Mimhres valley will be the report of Engineer S. S. Carroll who returned this forenoon from Deming 'and
surroundings where he has been testing the wells in addition to investigating the cost of installation, of
maintenance of pumping plants and
of cost of irrigation.
State Engineer James A. French has
during the summer or Irrigation sea-semaintained 25 stations, scattered
all over the Mimbres valley, both
along the edges as well as the center
of the underground drainage basin.
Mr. Carroll's report will be much
mere optimistic than that recently
published by the federal government
which Intimated that the water sup
ply of the Mimbres valley 1st not in
exhaustible, In fact, might give out before long along the edges. Mr. Carroll found that Instead of having lowered, the water level In the center of
the Mimbres valley has actually risen
despite the heavy use of pumping
plants during the summer. There was
no sign of any decrease of the flow
along the edges of the. underground
stream or basin.
However, Mr. Carroll finds that
farming by Irrigation from power
pumps in the Mimbres valley is not
exactly a poor man's proposition nor
a job for an unskilled man to tackle.
Ho says that a man should have sev
eral thousands dollars of capital, a
gcod knowledge of irrigation farming,
of soils and crops before undertaking
to farm in the Mimbres valley. But
given these, together with, industry,
ent igy and intelligence and success is
cejtain.
The report, together with statistical
tables showing the 8 mount of water
pumped In each well ,the lift cost, and
other data invaluable to future settlers in the valley, will be published
in the near future.
THE FEDERAL COURT
Santa Fe, Sept. 29. Federal Judge
William H. Pope set October 19 for
tho hearing of the case of the United
States vs. The El Paso and Rock Island Railroad company et al, for disposition in view of his own disquali-fivatio- n
to try the case.
In the case of T. W. Wilson and Ben
F.. Cooch vs. G. F. ratterson, the defendant's demurrer to the first amended cotnplaint of the plaintiff, was overruled and 15 days given the defendant

to

answer..

In the bankruptcy case of Alando M.
was
Pease, bankrupt, permission
granted H. S. Bowman, attorney for
N. Well to withdraw notes signed by
A. N. Pease, C. O. Pease and Walter
M. Gusamod for $500 and a note for
V- by A. N. Pease payable to the
Older of N. Weil.
-

BOOKS FOR CHILDREN

Santa Fe, Sept.

29. The
depart
raent of education was informed today that the federated women's clubs
of Tucumcari have purchased more
than a hundred well selected books
and divided them among four suitable
boxes for transportation to be sent
out as traveling libraries to the dif
ferent rural eehool districts of Quay
county,

YEAR

Atlantic City, N. J., Sept. 28. The
annual convention of the
Carriage Builders' National association began here today and will continue in session until Friday. More
than 1,200 members are In attendance,
comprising carriage and wagon manufacturers from every section of the
United States and Canada, as well
as a laTge number engaged in tha
making of the different parts and materials, such as bodies, axles, varnish,
springs, leather, etc., used In the construction of wagons and carriages.
The association's committee on statistics has prepared for presentation
to the convention a report which
shows' that the carriage industry In
America is far from being on the de- Hire ar a reau!f of the increasing
the automobile.
The
; .ipulariir
report shows that considerably more
than one million horse drawn vehicles
were built in the United States last
year. It Is estimated that the year's
product of vehicles was sold for more
than $00,000,000. A minimum of
is invested in carriage factories in the United Stated aside from
the enormous capital invested in tho
wagon buginess, while the investment
in manufacturing establishments tnak-ine- r
materials, and nnrtja Mrluslvfilv
For a Weak stomach
for horse drawn vehicles is probably
There are people right In this vicin as much more.
ity who find it necessary to be very
careful about what they eat as they
Rose Stahl is to appear soon, in a
have weak stomachs. Many of them
new play by Channlng Pollock and
would' be very much benefited by the
Kennold Wolf.
same treatment that cured Mrs. Ernest Pharo, of Beaver Dam, Ohio, who
Little Girl Cured of a Cold
writes, "I had a weak stomacn and
for years certain food disagreed wlth-me- .
"Two years ago my little girl caught
I would feel uncomfortable for a hard cold which went to her lungs
hours after eating. I lost weight and and she coughed almost constantly. I
became debilitated. "Then I began got her a bottle of Chamberlain's
taking Chamberlain's Tablets and the Cough Remedy. The beenficlal effect of
promptness with which they benefited this remedy was promptly demonstrat
me surprised both myself and my fam- ed and this one bottle cured her,"
ily. They strengthened my digestion writes Mrs. Lena Kennedy, Hunting
and in a short time I was sound and ton, Ind. For sale by all dealers.
Adv.
well. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
lf
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With Just a Touch of a Button
Just a pressure of a button or a twitch of a switch, the
room is flooded with the clear, mellow glow of ELECTRIC
LIGHT. Its soft steady light rests old eyes and prevents
eye strain in th; little folk. It is a
great aid to students studying at
night.
If your home is not wired for Electric
Light, you are depriving yourselt of
I
one of the greatest of modern conJ
Your house, can be
veniences.
wired, quickly and cheaply without
dirt or muss.
Phone, write or call today and we
will gladly send a representative to
make a free estimate of your wiring
cost it will be most inexpensive for
you to wire your home NOW for
winter comforts.

looo
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SANTA
FE COURT
and to provide for drainage! 'or other beforeandr, Fergusson has helped
Liepsig;
zoologists . like Haeckel of
29
Santa
E.
Braxton
.Fe,
J,
Sept..
OdO I---,
works of development. "The grants hi aling thcUa
policies
by
Jena
and
consistently
Weissma'nn of Freiburg;
:u
was today found guilty by a Jury f
vhich you refer were made to New voting
according to the dictates of
like Paul Labarid of
worthless check. In.ttw law professors
:i'Mexic61ri. 1898, at which time we had
'
the democratic caucus, but he has not uuerjng.a
Josef Kohler and franz
Strasburg,
'Nl'coTfichi,
case
vs.
of
all
were
Vergolio
fpr;
a republican congress. Thoy
von Liszt of Berlin; the political
passed his bill, he has merely introof $000 produce from
largely the result of the activity of duced It. He has helped to bring about accounting
economist-.- Adolf! Wagner of Berlin,
near
farm
the
returned
Cerrillos,
in
office,
jury
Mr. Fergusson's predecessor
the conditions making such a relief a verdict of $300 in favor of Nicolichi and Jacolir,Heltier,. the specialist in
Mr. Catron, and they came to New measure
necessary, but he has not The case of Thayer vs. the D. & R. the science of banking; the composer
Mexico in the natural course of events t een able to
put thrCugh the relief G. railroad will go to new trial after Humperdinck atad the painters von
like the gentle dews from heaven. I measure. The same
page who could the Garcia murder" case is disposed of. W'erner and Liebermann.
one
him
would not withdraw from
introduction
the
of his home- Thayer has been given a verdict for
procure
$2.50 and :$2. 75 values now $1.98
lota of the credit that is his due, but stead bill could
GOODROADS
$3-oOthe
introducARE
procure
f
a
$0,500
for
sustain
by
and 4.00 values now $2.67
injuries
jury
no great glory should follow the grant
tion of this relief measure, but neith- ed in Colorado. At one time the rail
Santa B'e, Sept 29. Chairman Ar
which came as a matter of course,
4.50 and 5.00 values now $3.08
er a boy nor a tired old man, could road company
might have settled for thur Seligman of the good roads board
The inefficiency of the man even then
their
has
returned from an Inspection of
passage.
$75 but refused to ao so, so it Is reis shown in the fact that he made no procure
the county roads south of Santa Fe.
You! say he is pushing a bill to ported.
After
the
that
case
for
lieu
Thayer
for
whatever
lands,
provision
the state, when the sections granted secure an appropriation of public of the State vs. Spicanovich will be He made the trip In his automobile
liad already been entered or were in lands for road building purposes. Has tried. The defendant is accused of yesterday from Santa Fe to Cerrillos
cluded within Indian reservations, he pushed it through? Have we got striking Foreman John Hunt at the in an hour and a quarter. He went
railroad grants, or had. been other- - t'.ic lands? Is there any probability Madrid coal mines over the head with south from there to the mining camps
wise withdrawn from public entry and of its passing? It would be exceeding- - a piece of gas pipe. He la a Monte of Golden and San Pedro and returned by way of Hyer and the dry farmit remained for Mr. Andrews, years ly interesting for you to compare in negrin.
ing section which is more prosperous
'THE
afterwards, in what ha been known your columns the appropriations of
than ever because of the good corps
Blood
a
Adele
to
is
to
in
land
and
Mr.
proland
which
appear
lieu
play
money
grant
Fergusson
always as the
.w V:i "VX
II Jdf-oi154! N
H .. H
s
and the fine grass on the range. Ev
1S1
li t
VO
.5'
ure for New Meixco a grant of 1,- - has actually procured for New Mexico celled "My Lady's Boudoir."
erywhere the roads were found in a
230,000 acres of land, which slipped during his term of service as a mem- ,'
fair condition. The trip from Lamy
H. H. Davles new play, "The
throueh Mr. Fergusson's fingers, even ber of congress, with full votine nowler, with appropriations of land and
lately produced In London, is to Santa Fe was made in 40 minutes.
in the days of his greater activity.
America with Elsie Fer Mrs. Seligman accompanied Mr. Selig 0
"You say that since he has been in money procured for New Mexico by to be aced in
an on the trip.
the
in
Mr.
leading part.
gusson
when
he
for
he
has
Andrews,
a
instance,
representative
rongress as
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WOMEN'S SWEATERS ARRANGED
IN THREE LOTS - - ALL WOOL
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WINTER UNDERWEAR
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PERSONALS
II. Stewart and Rev. J. Milton Harris
left today on train No. 1 for Albuquerque to attend the state Sunday
school convention.
t
J. II. Kelly left last night on train
No. 2 on a business trip to Texas
points. Mr. Kelly will be gone a
month.
George James, a prominent sheep
man of Raton, who has been here for
some time, left last night for his home.
Mr. James probably will return to Las
Vegas shortly.
Harold and Henry Northrup, the
little Bons of Mr. and Mrs. H. N.
Northrup, returned lrom Shoemaker
yesterday with their father, to stay until tomorrow. Mrs. Northrup is teaching school at Shoemaker this year,
ar.d Mr. Northrup borrows the little
fellows sometimes to lighten his bachelorhood.
Mrs. Ben Williams of El Paso is
among yesterday's arrivals.
E. Otto of Albuquerque arrived on
train No. 2 last night and will be in
the city for several days.
J. B. Carmon of El Paso is In the
city for a brief stay.
H. Lurle of New York City is regis-teie- d
at one of the local hotels.
V.
Allman of Kansas City, Kas.,
J.
Is among the recent arrivals.
Theodore Nye of Santa Fe is stopping here for a few days on business.
G. A. Will of. St. Louis Is making
& few business calls In the city today.
Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Delman of Los
Angeles are among the most recent
arrivals.
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Stubbs of Denver arrived in Las Vegas yesterday
and will stop here for a few flays.
Frank Winters and Prentice White
left today for a weeK's camping trip
in the neighborhood of Elk mountairt.
Dr. G. F. Plew who has been
ing hi son, Dr. Clifford Plew, for about
three weeks, left for his home last
night on train No. 2. He resides in
Terre Haute, Ind.
Dr. C. C. Gordon, city physician,
who has been away for several
months undergoing treatment for his
eyes, returned to Las Vegas today on
No. 1.
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Three Points

people

WILL RUN ON THE DEMOCRATIC
TICKET FOR GOVERNOR
OF NEW YORK

(Continued From Page One.)
the Belgians set fire to the village of
Linden and burned down the chateau.
This act was the result of the hatred
of the Dutch.
Stories made public In Berlin relate that the French bombardment of
Cattaro, in Dalmatia, had been abso
lutely without success. One French
cruiser is described as having been
sunk, while two are said to have been
seriously damaged.
Russians are described as having
stolen the famous private library of
works on art from the castle of
Prince Ossilinskl in Lemberg. It is
said they carried their booty to
At a largely attended meeting In
Berlin of men prominent in industry,
commerce and agriculture, a resolution was adopted setting forth that
the recent German war loan had been
highly successful and those present
recorded their readiness to make any
further eacrlfices needed. They demanded also that the war be continued until such time as German successes were commensurate with the
gigantic sacrifice entailed in securing
a lasting peace for the future.

SUGG

To consider In Selecting Your Bank.

.

First: Will my money be safe?
Second: Can get it when I want it?
1

LE

New York, Stpt 29 Returns,
wheh came in slowly this fore- noon, showed that James W.
Wadsworth, Jr., was leading Wil- Ham M. Calder for the republican
nomination for the United States
senate from New York by 25,050
in 1,371 districts outsjde of New
York city. Belated returns from
1.067 election districts outside of
New York city increased Fred- erlck MS, Davenport's lead over
William Sulzer for the progres- sive nomination for governor. At
noon Davenport was leading Sul- zer by 1,169.

Third: Will my bank be able and willing to give me financial aid
when I need it?
With ample capital and surplus, conservatively managed by directors
who have been successful in their business affairs, this bank offers safety
and prompt and liberal service to depositors of responsibility.

(Continued From Page One.)
from Rlbecourt, (which belongs to
us) to Las Singy (occupied by the
enemy), to Roye (which belongs to
ue) and toChaulnes (in the possession
of the enemy).
Capital and Surplus $125,000.00
"To the north of the Somme, the
Hue continues along the plateau be
tween Albert and Combles.
'"We again took many prisoners WATCHING A BATTLE
djring the day of yesterday. They be
long principally to the Seventh
FROM AN AEROPLANE
corps and the Seventh reserve
to
the
of
German
and
the
army
corps
Tenth, Twelfth, Fifteenth and Nineteenth German army corps."
DESCRIBES
OFFICER
ENGLISH
TERRIBLE STRUGGLE ALONG
29. Whether
New
York,
Terrible Bayonet Fighting
Sept.
THE AISNE
Thb entry card, printed below, must be mailed to Mrs. Charles TrumW. Wadsworth, Jr., or William
London, Sept. 29. The eighteenth
East Las Vegas. New Mexico, Chairman of the Committee on enbull,
M. Calder is the republican nominee
day of the battle of the Alsne thus far
of
tries
that departmeat. Nctico of time of judging appoinment will be
from has brought no decisive result, but all
i'or the United States senate
London, Sept. 28. A letter from an
to
all making their cnthes early. Entries In this department
mailed
uns
New York, and former Governor Wil- InliinMrvnu Anntlnun
an officer of fhe Royal Flying corps,
close at 12 o'clock noon, Satuidpy, October 3. Examination will be made
liam Sulzer or Frederick M. Daven- approaching end of the Romerlo strug- der date of September 4, describing
on October 5 and 6. No entrance fee Is required,
No child suffering
bat-t'-e
port is the progressive gubernatorial gle.
fighting Is now rag-in- s a view from' an aeroplane of the
or
from
acute
constitutional
diseases
entered.
All babies
be
any
may
known
nominee will not be
until all
eastward of Paris, says:
with such- fury, that it Is bound,
between the ages of one to four years, both male and female, are eligible
recona
was
for
I
the upState vote cast at the primary it is generally held, to decide the isup
"Yesterday
to entry. There will be three divisions. Division A being from one to
'
naissance over this huge battle. I
yerterday Is compiled.
sue.,
i.
two years old. Division B from two to three years old. Division C from
A.
as
bigthe
Governor Glynn defeated John
All that the public Is permitted to bet It will be remembered
three to four years old. In each division a first priz of $5 In gold will
e
Kennessy for the democratic nomina- Know from the allies' Bide is that so gest in history. It.extends from
be awarded to the best male child and to the best female child.
tion for governor with ease. f4r the British armies have held their
right away to Belfort.
The following Is the form of entry card used:
District Attorney Whitman had a grip on their positions and have con"We flew at 5 o'clock in the evenHln-ma- n
all
British
race
D.
the
time
At
guns
that
against
masses
Harvey
ing.
the
of
thrown
back
rui.away
sistently
Eptry No- and Job Hedges for the republi- Germans who have been bravely and opened fire together. - From a height
I
can gubernatorial honors.
which
a
saw
I
feet
of
ef5,000
sight
Division Incessantly hurled on them in an
Ambassador James W. Gerard prov- fort to break through the human bar- hope It will never be my lot to see
child
Name
.
of
ed an easy victor over Frank D. rier.
again, he woods and bills were literally
'
south
the
all
Roosevelt and James H. McDonohue
ribbons
cut
to
along
Losses are Colossal
Months
- Age: Years
Days
in the race for the democratic senaIn Berlin it is asserted that there of Laon. It was marvelous watching
1
1
Sex
torial race.
is no change In the position. That hundreds of shells bursting below one
Lainbridge Colby Is the progressive the scales have turned slightly in the to the right and to the left for miles Parents' Name
i
candidate for senator. He was unop- allies' favor is stoutly denied. The and then to see the German guns reAddress
'i
posed. It appears that practically all losses of the opposing armies In the plying.
of the incumbents In congress who lart few days of the combat have
T fear there will be a lot nioie awStreet and No..
'
scught renominations were success- been colossal. Even the official re- ful fighting below this show ends, but
All parties wishing u ent-ful.
til.;:;- childixn :i"l out the above form
ports contain a gruesome piqture of we are certain It will end with us
Mrs.
to
Trumbull at above address.
thousands of dead and wounded lying on top, although we all had our doubts and mail
that
In the flreswept zone between the two about three weeks ago during
CRUISER PHEYS armies, and every fresh assault is ad- avful retreat"
Writing again on September 19, the SAN MIGUEL BANK'S
PUBLIC SCHOOLS HAVE
ding to the ghastly litter.
VESSELS It now seems to be officially admit- ofilcer says:
"The huge battle still is going on.
ted at Budapest that the Russians
LATEST IMPROVEMENT
INCREASED NUMBERS
have secured a good Foothold on Hun- Cur machines, after being out all day,
A
FOUR STEAMSHIPS AND
COL
Germans
same
the
the
in
newB,
garian soil, having crossed the fron- bring
LIER ARE SUNK BY THE
tier In the Ung Hvar district In con- have got Into one of the strongest
EMDEN
MHCAINE
siderable strength.
IS GOOD WORK IS BEING DONE IN
positions possible. Fortunately rein- NEW COMPUTING
forcements are arriving and are
MOST USEFUL CONTRIVANCE
ALL DEPARTMENTS, ESPECLondon, Sept. 29. The official news
Germans 'Shell Mallnes
coming up.
. OF ITS
KIND
IALLY UPPER GRADES
bureau announced today that tha Ger"I simply crave for cigarettes. They
v
i' '
I" ..."
f
London,
Sept.' 29. In a dispatch
man cruiser Emden has sunk four from
disguised,
of need to be carefully
Antwerp the correspondent
British steamships and a collier. The the
Evening News Bays the shelling though or they will be stolen en
iThe publio schools have just comEmden has been operating In the Gulf of Malines, Belgium,
mm The San Miguel bank has just
by the Germans route."
machine
new
that
of Bengal. She was reported recently continued
a
ae
the
pleted the first month of the current
computing
The officer mentioned that
throughout last night Most
at Madras, where she conducted a of the streets are encumbered with roplanes are seen by friend and foe Is expected to mark a decided step year's work. The attendance at the
brief bombardment of that port, and the
forward In banking In this community. High school Is the largest in two
wreckage of burned buildings. every time they ascend. They-4ardllater at Pondichierry.
Cardinal Mercier left Malines at 6:30 ever descend without bullet holes all The ever Increasing volume of detail years, 63 pupils being enrolled, and
The previous official British state o'clock
yesterday evening. The few, over the planes, but fortunately, the involved in present day banking has the interest, especially In the department dealing with the activities of
ments of domestic science and manremaining inhabitants also left the writer says, the flying corps had lost
looked upon for a long time by ual
the German cruiser Emden, issued
only one pilot and passenger up to been
training, is the keenest in the hisyesterday.
city
bankers as a burden that should be tory of the school. The boys In the
September 20, told of the capture of
September fourth.
six British steamers in the Baly of
handled in a quicker and more effi- manual training classes have made
"My Lady's Dress," a singular and
cient manner than the old fashioned the tables that are being used by the
Bengal, and the sinking of five of
piece produced by Dennis
them. The name.9 of the steamers
hand method. Banking Is usually a girls in the domestic science classes.
Eadie
London
in
last spring, Is to be
Kilwere given as the Indus, LovaL
GERMANY
AND
ENGLAND
persistent grind of putting in and tak-i- g The girls had their first lesson yesacted In New York next month.
ling Diplomat, Frabher and Katinga.
out This labor has been greatly terday in fruit canning and jelly mat
After creating havoc among British
for years by the ordinary ing, ,;,,
minimized
EXCHANGE PRISONERS
shipping at Calcutta the Emden went
aiding machine, but it Is only recently
The school has been Invited to send
to Rangoon.
that a machine which will subtract as an exhibit to Albuquerque for display
the statement of the German buwell as add has been Invented.
at the state fair.
reau Is as follows:
THE AMERICAN AMBASSADOR IN
This is the type of macine that the
7rhe general attendance
of thei
"The admiralty announces that the
LONDON IS NEGOTIATING
San Miguel bank has installed. The schools Is rather better at this time
German cruiser Emden, during the
THE TRADE
institution Is changing its , method of of the term than had been anticipat
last few days, has captured and sunk
bookkeeping, so far as accounts are ed. At the Douglas avenue school
in the Indian ocean the British steamLondon, Sept. 29 The British and concerned, to the simplified form of 240 students are enrolled, at the Casers Tumeric, King Lu, Riberia and
Ctrman governments have begun ex- the machine. Ledger accounts are to tle school (grades') are 167 pupils, and
Foyle and captured the collier Bursk.
changing lists of prisoners of war. be kept, under the new method, show in the High school, as stated, are 63,
"The crews of the above vessels
This is being done through Walter H. ing the old balance, checks drawn, de- making a total of- 470. The freshman
were transferred to the steamer Gry- In posits made and new balance, the ad- class has 20 members.;:1
Tage, the American ambassador
fedall, which also was captured, but
n
arrang-ing'ato
is
London .and
preparatory
dition and subtraction being carried
later released in order to' take the
actual exchange of prisoners. to a final total by one operation.
crews to Colombo, where they arrived
The 'first lists passed through the
this morning."
American embassy today. They were
TODAY IN CONGHESS
not extended, but additional lists are
L
British Cruiser Watching
expected shortly tip to the present A. A. JONES IS HERE
Punta Arenas, ChfFe, Sept. 29. The
; WasWn,gton,
S.ept., 29. Senate: Met
time these"' exchanges have been ar(British cruisers Good Hope, Monmouth
iv4..ii
women and children
ranged'
for
only
ON VACATION VISIT Senator Reed
and Glasgow, under the command of
'
:
and men' over 65 years or less than
fesumed,. his,, attack
Rear Admiral Sir Christopher grad- on the Clayton trust conference.agree.
ltf 'yeafs old, "or those physically dis""
ji
'
ock, arrived here today.
ment
. abled. The war office promises a
Punta Arenas is on the; strait of
the
of
of
lists
THE
OF
Eng
ASSISTANT
noon.
SECRETARY
Itouse:
at
Met
speedy publication
going
Magellan, ' and all vessels
lish prisoners in Germany to relieve
INTERIOR RENEWS OLD ACThe substitute rivers and harbors
Atlantic
from
the
strait
the
through
of relatives.
the
anxiety
was taken up.
bill
eviIs
QUAINTANCES
to the Pacific stop there. It
Further consideration of the Philipdent that the British admiralty had
MELLEN IS WITNESS
decided to send these cruisers Into
pine bill was postponed to Thursday.
New
a Assistant Secretary of the Interior Representative Murray announced
York, Sept
cruisers
the Pacific for these three
Mellen, former president of the New A. A. Jones, Mrs. Jones and their son, his resignation, effective October 1,
sailed from Montevideo between the
York, New Haven & Hartford Rail A. A. Jones, Jr., arrived in Las "Vegas to become postmaster at Boston1.
ninth and the eleventh of September.
way company, wa3 the first witness this morning for a short stay. When
this afternoon before the special fed asked this morning how long he
French Warship Sunk
eral grand jury empaneled at Presi would be able to remain, Mr. Jones
Official
29.
de
CONSUL IN A CELLAR
Washington. Sept
dent Wilson's suggestion to Investi ea'id, "Just as long as they will let
nial of the sinking of a French, war
Paris,
Sept 29. William Bardel.
CHOOSE WHILE THE AS- gate the alleged criminal aspects of me," and explained that the best he the American
consul at Rhehns, his
ship by the Austrian forces at Cattaro
the New Haven railroad management. could hope for would be a. vacation of
was made today by the French admiwife, his daughter and his son, are
1
SORTMENT IS AT1TS BEST
three or four weeks.
the only Americans In the French
ralty through the embassy here. The
BRITISH SHIP RELEASED
Both the secretary and Mrs. Jones city. They spent most of the tinsa
French secretary for the navy has
made known this news is entirely
Washington, Sept. 29. Upon repre express themselves as delighted at during the last two weeks in a wia
sentations by the British ambassador being home again, If only for a little cellar 100 feet underground, the open- false and there Is nothing to justify
to the state department, instructions while after their continuous absence ing to which is within a block of (V
such a report
have been given for the release of the of at year and a half, and though they dwelling. Major Spencor t
no
28)
to
date, (September
"Up
LAS VEGAS' BUSIEST STORE
British steamship Chancellor, of the are charmed with Washington, they military attache at Paris, has ji t reFrench warship has been touched by
Harrison line, which has been detain still feel the genuine, happiness that turned from Rheims, wlv rr ho v
'
an Austrian projectile,' said the admiMr. with Whitney Warren of
home
custom
at
ed
the
every
a
coming..
Galveston,
accompanies
Texas,
attributed
by
the
which
statement
ralty
Jones says he is back here for a rest to take money to the cu
collector.
report to the Cologne Gazette.

Peoples Bank & Trust Company

Better Babies Contest Entry Card
County Fair, at Las Vegas
October 5, 6 and 7
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Predicts England's Downfall
Berlin, Sept. 29 (via wireless to
Information given out in Berlin today declares that the Austrian
government, under date of yesterday,
denied Russian successes near the
fortress of Przemysl. It is further
denied the possession of the River
Save. Mention is called here to the
Daily Citizen, a workman's paper pub
lished in Loudon, which criticises
Great Britain for accepting help from
Japanese In the war. This paper, it
is said, xredlcts unfortunate
consequences for Australia and the United
States and says that 100,000 Japanese
are ready to embark for India.
Berlin newspapers have expressed
appreciation of the protest of Lord
Selberne, former British colonial sec
retary, against what are characterized
as untrue reports of German atro
cities published in the London Times.
Seven members of the Krupp firm,
cow In the war zone, have been decor-ale- d
with the medal of the Iron Cross
fcr the splendid work of the Krupp
howitzers.
Say-ville- ).
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For Fall and Winter should be
ordered now.'
for-eig-
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and domestic suitings, com,
prising all the latest weaves, and
at right prices.

AWFUL LOSS OF
LIFE MARKS

'

We have a complete liife of
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29,

THE NOMINATION

Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Ogle, Charles

train

6ERMAN

SEPTEMBER

TUESDAY,
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Pressing, cleaning and repairing
receive special care.

CHAS. LEWES
TAILOR

Russians Invade Hungary
London, Sept 29. An-- official communication issued at Budapest, according to a Rome dispatch to the
Exchange Telegraph company, admits
that the Russians have succeeded in
crossing the Hungarian frontier at
several points In the Ung district despite the fact that reinforcements
have been sent against them. Ung
is a county In the northeastern part
of Hungary.
Mjs. S, A. Ayrea and Mrs. N. C,
Burch, who have been here for sev
eral days visiting Mr. and Mrs. O. E.
Burch, left yesterday afternoon for
their home in Los Angelea They
have been visiting in several eastern
Mrs. Ayrea and Mrs. Burch
states;,
have resided in California) for over
30 years.
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WILL f REE PHILIPPINES
Washington, Sept 28. The Jones
bill for Philippine independence was
again debated In the house. President
Wilson told callers he expected It to
be passed by the house during the
present session, but he did not think
It likely that the senate would take
it up.
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SOCIETY DIRECTORY

If

Meets every Monday night to
R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
o'clock. Visiting members are cor
dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, president;
T. Buhler, Secretary; C. H. Bally,
Treasurer.
102

M. Regular communication first and
to
third Thursday
ten month. Visiting
toothers cordially in-B. Van
vited, Guy M. Cary, W. M H.
.
Petten. Secretary

OF
KNIGHT8
COLUMBUS, CO UN.
804. Meets second ana
NO.
CIL
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY,
in O. R. C. hall,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg- ourth Thursday
building.
Pioneer
Visiting memoert
Tuesconclave second
invited. Richard Devina,
cordiallv
are
iui-uieaca
Silts' (ley in
m. G. K.; Frank Angel. F. 8.
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.

-

Smith, E.

Man

at Harvey

C;

Chas. Tamme, Recorder,

LOCAL TIME CARD

A3 VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
convo-catioAL ARCH MASONS Regular
first Monday In each

i

Wanted

n

East. Bound
Arrive

month at Masonlo Temple
at 7:30 p. m. P. A, Brlnegar,
SiNrlW H. P.; F. O. Biooa, oecre- -

No,
No.

vary.

No.
No.
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
at
4. Meet
every Monday evening
their hall on Sixth stseet All visiting
brethren cordially Invited, to attend No,
J. Frledenstine, N. O.; A. T. Rogers, No.
V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl No.
C. V. Hedgoock, No.

I....
I....
II.,..

for general farm work;
good milker. Address Bos B, City.
Carriage out Saturday morning.

girl lor
of two:
best of
Dcuglas
& Son.

her back with kidney trouble and in
flamed bladder. She says: "I took
Foley Kidney Pills and now my back
is stronger than in years, and both
en- poR RENT Two light housekeeping
kidney and bladder troubles are
414 Seventh street.
rooms.
tirely cone." O. G. Scnaeter ana uea
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
FOR RENT Furnished housekeeping
rooms. 721 Fourth.
Ralph Stuart, long a favorite in
cast
the
to
in
is
be
stock companies,
room furnished
nf "Life." the big melodrama which FOR RENT Two
house. 921 Lincoln,
is soon to be produced by William A.
Brady.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms.
903 Main avenue.
Float
Dizzy Head, Fluttering Heart,

For Rent

p, O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks" home on NinO street
.
avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially Invited. Win. IL Spring
er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.

Arrive

I....
I..,.
T..t.
I....

1:10
1:85
4:20
1:35

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
W. O. W. hall. Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p . m. Visiting Knights and
Ladles always welcome O. L. Free

man, President; Miss Cora Montague,
Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
Deputy. 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W,
ion
Montague Assistant Deputy,
Sixth street, East Las Vegaa, K. M.

JONES-BOWER-

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate price -

Rm

"mHL
fh?"
Mam osi. nesiueuce ruuuo main i
ROBBERY KILLED HIM
Knntn Fa Rent 59. Ntahnlna Ma
TVnwonn wa rnHheA of 41.000

yendome
hotel, . Pueblo,
. .
.
o

Colo- -

...

loss. Two bullets pierced the left
lung and he succumbed. Magyar had
gone to Pueblo for a surgical opera
tion for which he had been saving for
years and when he saw his savings
U better t0 die ttan
A.
William
The play in which
Brady gcne he deemed
no uub
to
T..iii ts- rpi,A io mase a new siarv in me,
.,ti
a
81
alulu
Clwner
Law of the Land," a new melodrama
written by George Broadhurst,
BUILDING SEWER SYSTEM
Santa Fe, Sept. 29, To Engineer
How's This?
L. Cooper, now in charge of the
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re R,
across the Rio
ward for any case of Catarrh that can bridge construction
Lunas-Gallu- p
on
Los
Puerco
the
road,
not be cured by Hall sCatarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 01. has been assigned the task of superthe construction of the Santa
We, the undersigned, have known F. vising
Fe sewer system and he haa been re-15
and
last
J. Cheney for the
years,
to the capital to take charge
believe him perfectly honorable in all called
of
work Immediately. To Engithe
and
business transactions
financially
neer II IC Morgans has been assignable to carry out any obligations made
ed the supervision of the work of
his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE, paving the streets on the north, west
and east of the plaza.
Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cur is taken Inter
NEW NOTARY NAMED
nally, acting directly upon the blood
Santal Fe, Sept 29. Governor Mcand mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent tree. Price 75 cents Donald, before leaving for Carrizozo
this noon, appointed John S. Eaves
per bottle. Sold by all DruggistsTake Hall's Family Pills for consti of Lovington, Eddy county, a notary
public.
pation. Adv,
.
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f you use

EMPRESS

FLOU- Rli

I

giving you

a present for do7 ing something
i
you d do Miy

V

1 1

way when you
learn how Much

S

BetferEMPRESS

FLOUR reclb)

it

k

Made by GERMAN PROCESS

i

A

If

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOU THE
IT 'S
SPOON
CKNUINE WM,

R0GEPS

&

A k
SONS'
STANDARD

SILVER
PLATE
BEAUTIFUL

FRENCH'
1REY

S

(STER-

LING) FINISH

EMPRESS
can be
tamed in this city from

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES
pounds
pounds
200 pounds
50 pounds
Less than 50

2,000
1,000

..20c per
25c per
30c per
40c per
50c per

or More, each dlivery
to 2,000 pounds, each delivery
to 1,000 pounds, each delivery
to 200 pounds, each delivery
pounds, each delivery...

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
100 lbs.

100
100
100
100

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural lee, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which, Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

FIND

tij

-

Depart

Silver Spoon

Miscellaneous

.

a &

This elegant Rogers'

Lost

at

r.

m..
a. m..
P. m..
p. m..

p.

ft,

f.

:or YOU!

L. O. O. MOOSE Meets secona ano
evening eaek
fourth
Thursday
month at W. O. Vf. hail, visiuai
ing Specks
brothers cordially Invited. Howard
These are signs of kidney and blad FOR RENT Six room house on hill, Davis, Dictator; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
der trouble. You'll have headaches
lights and bath. Enquire 1034 Fifth
:ne-- MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
St.
too, backaches and be tired all over.
Don't wait longer, but take Foley Kid
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
ney Pills at once. Your miserable F0R RENT Nicely furnished house-- Love at O. R. C. hall, on the second
sick feeling will he gone. You will
keeping rooms, hot and cold water, and fourth Tuesdays of each month at
sleep well, eat well and grow strong
private family, one block from car
p. m. J. S, Nelson, Consul; G.
and active ascain. Try them. O. G.
line, 1103 Lincoln avenue. Phone Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, LoSchaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Main 367. .
cal Deputy. Visiting members are es-Adv?,
peclally welcome and cordially Invited.
FX. DORADO HOTEL for rent Furni
"The Revolt," with Helen Ware in
ture for sale. Enquire at hotel.
DR. ADELAIDE B. LEWIS
the leading role, is playing a prelim
beOsteopathic Physician
weeks
a
inary road season of few
Crockett Building
Office
season
in
the
orienine
regular
fore
Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5 n. m.
New York.
Residence Phone Main 384
LOST One tail light.
Las Vegas
Motor Car Company.
Are You Subject to Bilious Attacks?
MONUMENT CO
Persons who are subject to bilious
attacks will be interested In the ex
Albuquerque, N. M,
215 E. Central
perience of Mrs. Louise Shunke,
13 Years practical Experience.
Frankfort, N. Y., "About five years
W. W. BOWERS
ago I suffered a great deal from indl- ACCORDION PLEATING Have your 85. A. JONES
with most
ruffles pleated
gettion and biliousness," she says. "I
modern machine. Phone Main 367.
began taking Chamberlain's Tablets
GEO. H. HUNKER
and they relieved mo at once." For
Attorney-at-Lasale by all dealers. Adv.
Las
East
Vegas, New Mexico.
DR. F. B. HUXMANN

Don't Be Bothering With Coughing
Stop it with Foley's Honey and Tar
It spreads a soothing
Compound.
uuwu uio
neiumg coauug a u. 6
ana
wroat,
ucjumg
nervous hacking, are quickly healed.
Children love it tastes good and no
opiates. A man in Texas walked 15
miles to a drug store to get a bottle.
Best you can buy for croup and bron
chial coughs. Try it Adv.

i

B.

j

Frances Starr Is to continue ini'The
Secret" until about Christmas time,
wiion otic will Iia Rp.pn in a new nlav
v. ritten for her by Edward Knoblauch.

Deart

7:41
m
11:61
m
m
S:St
1:01
m
Bound

7:20 p.
....11:64 p
1:26 a.
1:25 p
West

ranch Werts, Treasurer;
Trustee.
must be Cemetery

s

Kidney Trouble Causes WANTED Neat, competent
It
general housework family
And it will give you even worse if
good wages; must furnish
Apnly 1020
references.
not checked. Mrs. H. T. Straynge,
avenue or to E. Rosenwalcl
Gainesville, Ga., was fairly down on

,

NO.

BROTHERHOOD

FRATERNAL

F.

i.tf&ular

A Lame Back

GO

A.

NO. 2,

Frank C. Egan called "One WTord," In
which the entire dialogue is carried
on in single words.

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

t,

A.

COLUMN

Henrietta Crossman is appearing in
vaudeville, presenting a playlet by WANTED

O
O

LODGE NO.

CHAPMAN

Announcement is made that Marga
ret Ilington will appear before the end
of the season In a new play of a se
rious nature written for her by Henry
OPTIC'S NUMIR MAIN S.
Arthur Jones.
RATES TOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
TISEMENTS
Colic and Dlarrheoa Cured
No one who has used the prepara Five csnts pr llns tach Insertion.
Hns.
tion will doubt the statement of Mrs Estlmats six ordinary words to
Jennie Brown, Logansport, Ind., who No ad to occupy less spaca than two
charged
All advertisement
writes, "Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera lints
and Diarrhoea Remedy has been used will b booked at spaca actually sat
by members of my family and myself without regard to number af worse.
for the past 20 years. For cramps Cash In advlnca preferred.
and summer complaint it cannot be
beat." For sale by all dealers. Adv.

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
6
o
o
o
o
o
g

LOBBY

ffOT BIST GOOD! OBTAINABLE

WM3T

Cost Kept Down Quality Kept Up
No better medicine could be made
for coughs, colds, croup, hoarseness,
tickling throat, bronchitis, etc., wan
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound,
That's why they cant improve the
quality, and war or no war, the price
remains the same. No opiates. Don't
take substitutes, for Foley's Honey
O. O. Schaefer
l and Tar is the best.
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

RESTAURANT AND CAFI
DINNERS
lunsr orders AN D REGULAR
ALWAYS HAKDLM

X5he

I

WANT ADS

WHAT YOU WANT
AND

SELL WHAT YOU DONT WANT

f
1

CLASSIFIED ADS search out t ho people to whom among those who
MIGHT BUY the particular thing Is 'sorth most

f

1

THE PROPERTY you want to sell is WORTH MOST to people who
read the ads In this paper and jnho never would hear of your
property unless It were a dvertised here.
,

OTHERS who read and answer the ads in this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay for) nooks, automobiles, used' machinery and
furniture, articles of use fulness of any sort, musical Instruments.
.
WANT ADS are inexpensive, get results and EVERYBODY'S
FIED. Try them.

aS
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Pay a year's subscription to the Daily Optic and

get your choice of the following Magazines
For Twelve flonths:
McCLURE'S

THE

MAGAZINE

WOMEN'S HOME COMPANIO

THE NATIONAL

SPORTSMAN

By placing your subscription at once, you can begin with the
January issue of the Magazine of your choice without being
bothered by any possible delay
AT

CALL

THE OFFICE

M

LEAVE

Y0UE1

SUBSCRIPTION

BY MAIL

BY CARRIER

The Daily Optic for one year
The Dally Optic and one
Hagazine for one year

$7.00

$7.50

The Daily Optic for one year
The Daily OpticJ and one
Hagazine for one year

$6.00
$6.50

I
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.
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BOSTON CINCHES THE

N

FIRED BY VANDALS
CITY INSTITUTION
SECOND NARROW ESCAPE

SILVER

IN TWO

HAS

WEEKS

I

LOCAL

2 Quarts for

g

Perils of Pauline at the Browne
Theater tonight only. Adv.

STEARNS'

STORE

:- -:

of Atonement our Store will
be closed all day tomorrow.

Cutler Brothers' Insurance and real

Adv.

need a

heater

Tomorrow, which marks the Day
of the Atonement, the most sacred of
all the Jewish church holidays, will

Be sure and see our

be celebrated by special services to
night and Wednesday morning' and
afternoon at Temple Monefiore.
All
places 6f business conducted by mem
bers' of the Jewish faith will be closed
all day tomorrow.

line and get our
before
buying

prices

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

Furniture & Undertaking Co.
114,

507 SIXTH STREET.

"The Store With a Conscience."

y7io CJodcrn Woman
knows there Is no economy In
Inferior food materials. In flour
particularly she kuows the best
is the cheapest. That Is why so
many up to the times women
use our flour exclusively. A
trial will tell you why in unmistakable terni3. Order a sack today.
Ask your grocer
Quill Flour.

T5he

for

Pure

Las Vegas Roller Mills

Company II, National Gtiard of New
Meixeo. Will hold its regular drill at
the armory tomorrow night. The
members of the company will partici
pate in a shooting contest next Sunday on the rifle range. This arrange-en- t
will be continued weekly for some
time to come, and the members will
compete not only for the regular cash
prize of $10 offered bv the Rtato tnr

(Continued from

Pae

ty.
All

persons who support the
ministration of President Wilson
to attend.

the weather was so fine that many
flights were made by the aviators,
French, British and German. These
produced a corresponding activity
guns. So still
among the
towards
was
the
air
clear
evening
and
on Wednesday and during the whole
of Thursday ,that to those not especially on the lookout the presence of
aeroplanes high up above them- was
first made known by the bursting of
the projectiles aimed at them. The
puffs of smoke from the detonation
shells huugs in the air for minutes, like
balls of fleecy cotton wool, before
the places mentioned as being the
chief targets for the enemy's heavy
howltezrs. It will be seen that the Ger
mans are not inclined to concentrate
their fire systematically in definite
areas in which the aviators think they
have located our guns, or on villages
where it is imagined our troops may
be located. The result will be to give
work to local builders.
Like a Great Siege
"The growing resemblance of this
battle to siege warfare already has
Ui-pointed out. The fact that the
e
latter actions of the
war rssumed a similar character,
vhich was thought by many to have
exceptional causes, such as the narrowness of the theater of operations
between the Chinese frontier on the
west and the mountainous country of
northern Korea on the east side; the
lack of roads, which limited the ex
tent of ground, over which Jt was pos
sible for the rival armies to maneuver, and the fact that both forces were
tied to one line of railroad.
Such factors are not exerting any
influence on the present battle. Nev
ertheless a similar situation haa been
n produced.
The Germans are prepared for a
long siege, owing to the powers of re
sistance possessed by an army which
is amply equipped with heavy artillery
and has had sufficient time to fortify
iltelf. The vast size of the forces engaged may be realized when it Is stated that the battle line at the present
time stretches more than half way
across France. The extent of the
country covered Is so great as to render slow any efforts to maneuver and
march around to a flank In order to
escape the costly expedition of a frontal attack against heavily fortified positions.
"To state that the methods of at
tack must approximate more closely
to those of size warfare the greater
the resemblance of the defenses to
those of a fortress, Is a platitude, but
it is one which will bear repetition
if it in any way assists to make the
present situation clear. There Is no
doubt that the position on the Aisne
was not hastily selected by the German staff after the retreat had begun.
From the choice of Germans and the
care with which, the field fire had
been arranged to have all positions
said of approach and from the amount
of work already carried out, It is clear
that the contingency of having to act
on the defensive was not overlooked
when the details of the strategically
offensive campaign were arranged."

PEACHES
JERSEY
SWEET
POTATOES
JOHN II. YORK
Grocer and Baker

AUTO AND STREET
CAR IN COLLISION
MRS. FRANK
PEFPARD'S
CHINE IS STRUCK YESTERDAY AFTERNOON

MA-

the Home of ibe Best of Every I tog Eatable

Jefferson Reynolds, President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Castries.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. N.

PEACHES
$1.00 PER BOX

f
I

I

I

THE Off AAF & UAYWARD EO. STOKE

0o

.

The Commercial olub will hold a
special meeting this Afternoon at 5
o'clock to hear a proposal from Dr. T.
P. Dukot of Chicago, for the establishment of a sanitarium here. Dr.
Dulcet la said to hold a second mortgage on the Hotel Romaine, and it
is his purpose to convert the hostelry
Into a health resort for a time to
demonstrate the claimed efficacy of
his tubercular cure, and later to build
a modern establishment in the heart
of the city.
NOTICE
To Our Customers:

We wish to announce that on October first we will change our system
of bookkeeping, installing the latest
new Burroughs bookkeeping and statement machine. It is desirable that all
customers having
pass books leave
:
i

GAME CALLED OFF
Washington. Sent. 29. Because of
the failure of West Point and Anna
polis to agree on cities for the army
and navy football came. Secretary
Garrison today recommended to the
West Point authorities that the game
be abandoned permanently.

a!

Reserve Bonk

Federal

We offer our patrons

an especial

Interest Psltl en Time Deposits

To Your Bitting Roam f'oiyF

6

33

tVf.-7- .

prompt

iLFELD

We have a fine line
in Golden Fumed,

4

and early English
Finishes.

The Remodeling Sale Continues
20 to 50 Off of our

BONAFIDE PRICES

J) C. Johnson & Son,

AID

I

For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needlefor the auto.
Non-Ski-

n

d

ALL WORK

DONE

AT

OUR SHOP

GUARANTEED fOH ITS PERFEGTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
toiaBaCH

!

1

m

!

i

1

v-

-

TOO BAD!

You

your

Unp. out

ii!

Clean

I

Plan on getting your machine
EARLY this time.

O

Is"

Cupboards

tsA.

-

Off on all

China

W 'Efe
It! W'v?-

3

LET US
or Dye
your old
Garments.

OUR EASY TERMS

Our service

i--

last ship m cnt.
We have ordered another car load
of these famous little cars to be

We are the only car load buyers of Heaters and Ranges
Las Vegas, selling direct to the retailer. We have every
well known style, so you'll not find It hard to be pleased.
are the most liberal ever offered.
ro f vvui
iniivtnAnD
mi'v
Vfv. uiviii, ri
wui i rnoimont
icvUDi
tJo,

are Giving

We

of our

Q

Will soon be here so
get ready for him.

LUQWiQ

States

guarantee of benefit and security.

j

NOTICE
No fhooting, hunting or
fishing allowed on what Is known as the A. G.
Green lake and ranch, north of the
city. Trespassers will be prosecuted
to extent of law.
A. G. GREEN,
Mrs. P. O. NISSON,.

In,

,

OF THE

AS A MEMBER

United

M.

Russo-Japanes-

Yesterday afternoon about 5 o'clock
Mrs. Frank Peppard was driving her
auto down Sixth street between Douglas and Grand avenues when she decided to turn around. A street car
was running slowly down the street
in the same direction, but Mrs. Peppard concluded that she had plenty
of time to cross the tracks in front of
it. The motorman, seeing the auto,
cut off the juice in His car and
the brakes, but something
seemed to go wrong with the machine. It stopped directly in front of
the car, which, was, fortunately, nearly at a standstill.
The fender of the street car picked
up the rear wheels of the auto and
swung it around parallel 'with Itself,
as If it had been trained to the act-Mrs. Pippard waved a farewell and
proceeded up the street, the auto ap
parently having received no damage.
The street car did "not so much as get
a scratch on its divinely ancient paint.

no I'FROST

j

Florence Fisher, former leading
woman with Walker Whiteside, has
been engaged to play leading parts
with Otis Skinner this season.

n

n.w ircuk tuuiiJttiijr nrciago, UUL Wllitl'iKUl 1UI UUIHUClUg UU IUIO Utile Of BB
choose a team of four men to rep soon thereafter as convenient. From
resent the company in the state rmet, thin time forward pass books will no
to be held some time this winter.
longer be balanced but will be uned
simply as a memorandum of credit!
Charles Klein, a pianist who came for depositors.
Hereafter a statement of your acto Las Vegas with the De Kreko Carnival company early this summer, and count with' cancelled vouchers may he
who remained here after the road obtained at any time desired by callshow left, playing at the Bridge sa- - ing for same at the bank or will be
loon, was found dead in bed in His nailed to you on request However,
11
room over the saloon this
greatly convenience us If you
morning, j
Klein, who was a drug fiend, is said wlil arrange to call for statement at
to have been out of morphine for sev- regular intervals, preferably on the
eral days, and his system was so first day of each, month.
SAN MIGUEL NATIONAL BANK.
enervated that it could not do without its customary diet. An inquest -- Adv.
was held before Justice Felix Garcia
Old Taylor SVhisRey and Sherwood
y Gutierrez and a verdict brought in
showing that he died from the ef- Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.
fects of drugs self administered over
a long period of time, and the body
HARVEY'S IS OPEN
was turned over to the county for
Carriage out Saturday morning.
Leave orders at Murphey's. Adv.
burial.

o
o

,

E. D. Reynolds, Vice President
H allot Raynolds, Cashier.

.

At

STILL MOVING

Santa Fe. Sept. 29. State Engineer
James A. French expects to leave Las
Cruces tonight for Carrizozo, from
there returning to Santa Fe on Wednesday afternoon. Engineer J. W.
Johnson returned today from French,
Colfax
county, where he inspected
bridge piers.

ad-

PRECINCT

DEMOCRATIC

One

anti-aircra- ft

d

Tnnight the last of the Perils of
Pauline series at the Browne Theater.

Do you

TO'WAREB UP

The YM. C. A. lyceum course Is be-- ,
advertised In one of the windows
of IS. G. Murphey's drug store. Around
the frame of the window a
border of decorated paper,
bearing the pictures and literature relating to the various artists, has been
placed, and In the center of the window on an easel Is a largo card stating the motive of the course, and the
price of the tickets. The display is
worth a trip to the corner of Sixth
street and Douglas avenue Just to see.

Mrs. Harry T. Herring will give a
tea Wednesday and a bridge party
Thursday at her some "on Marcy
street in honor of Mrs. Julia H.
Reeves and Mrs. C. A. Scheurich, of
Clovis, N. M. Mrs. Reeves will be
married to John Barry, a prominent
resident of Clovis, on October 7 at
the Catholic Cathedral here. C. A.
Scheurich, of Clovia, will come on
for the wedding to serve as best man.
Mrs. Reeves is now visiting Mrs. Her
ring. Santa Fe New Mexican.

THE CASH GROCER

::

h

FANCY
CLING

estate agency removed to northwest

Mutual Girl tonight only at the
Mutual Theater. Adv.
On

On accoiiht of the Jewish Day

5

Cts.

,0

The Ladles Aid society of the First
Christian church will meet Thursday
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the home
of Mrs. Burks, 1034 Fourth street.

spike-toothe-

SUPPLY WONT LAST LONG.

71

IN .CLOUDS

Ins

Don't Wa.it.

PHONE VEGAS

EACH OTHER

No. 31 of our Mutual Girl tonight
at the Mutual Theater. Adv.

QUINCE,

FIGHT

1

may still have any of the equipment
of the team In their possession are
requested to return it to Clement's
Curio store on Sixth street at their
earliest convenience.

PEARS,
PLUMS.

Pae

AIRCRAFT

FRENCH

PRIMARY

Precinct 29, at the city hall Wed
nesday night, September 30, to select
delegates to the San Miguel County
Democratic convention, which convenes at the court house October 5
to nominate three candidates to the
state legislature for San Miguel coun-

CRANBERRIES

English corner of the Plaza In Hotel
H. H. Frazee has obtained the rights
"Consequences," a three-ac- t
Phone Vegas 388. Adv.
to a new play, "A Woman of Today," comedy by If. F. Rubenstein, will be
of,
season
offerings
the
Gould
and
Hull
Frances among
early
by EHzaboth
Ail members of the Maroons who
the Shuberts.
Whitehousa

Preserve

1914.

DEMOCRATIC

COCOANUTS

CAN LOSE ALL REMAINING GAMES night.
AND STILL LEAD THE
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
LEAGUE
la wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At tbe Lobby, of course. Adv.
New York, Sept. 23 The Uoston

DO IT NOW.

29,

tsia

FRESH

NEWS

A son was born to Mr. and Mrs. H.
E White, 109 Grand
avenue, last

club 1h the peunant wlnmr of the National league for 1914. Uoston defeat
ed Chicago In Uoston today and when
the New York Giants lost to I'itt
f bout 8 o'clock. The fire was discov- burgh In this city by a score of 5 to 2
ered In time to prevent much damage Uoston became winner of the pen
lielng done, each time. The officials naut. With a nine game lead Boston
are certain that both blazes were of could lose all her remaining games
and still finish first In the race.
Incendiary origin.

SEPTEMBER

2ES332

PENNANT IN NATIONAL

Kl Paso, Texas, Sept. 29. The second attempt In two weeks to set fire
1o the New Mexico Normal school was
made at Silver City, N. M., last night
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shipped immediately.
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CHAS. ILFELD CO.
Agents for The Ford
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Las Vegas Slcam
Laundry
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